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System Requirements
MedOne ComSci is supported by all leading browsers
(Internet Explorer 9 or higher and recent versions of Safari,
Chrome, or Firefox).

Licensing Options
• Institutions can purchase internet-enabled access.
• Several licensing options allow for flexible agreements.
• All licenses automatically receive updated content as
new titles are released.

For more information or to access MedOne ComSci, please visit:
medone-comsci.thieme.com
For questions, please email:
medone@thieme.com
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MedOne ComSci
MedOne’s powerful platform is
perfect for students and experienced
specialists alike. By combining
expert information with stunning
visuals, the site serves as both a
learning and teaching tool. MedOne
makes it easy for busy practitioners
to research at home, at work, or on
the go.

Online-First Cases
E-Books
Every student learns differently. With that in mind, versatile
e-books let readers toggle between full-screen, PDF, and
in-browser modes. Because well-read students reflect
positively on their departments, licenses include unlimited
simultaneous use of the regularly updated library. Plus, all the
e-books are interactive: readers can make notes, watch
videos, download chapters, or even click related links.

Cases
When it comes to applying information in a clinical setting,
cases are invaluable for transitioning knowledge into practice.
Each real case walks readers through history, testing,
questions, diagnosis, treatment, and reading, so students can
learn to handle patients. Online-first cases mean instructors
can teach the most contemporary information without a
delay between the screen and the real world.

E-Journals
The e-journal page collects full articles from Thieme’s
communication science journals and suggests hits from the
PubMed database, so students and instructors can browse hot
topics in audiology and speech-language pathology, use
articles to research paper topics, or delve into the archives for
in-depth reading. For continuing learners and self-guided
studiers, all the journals on MedOne ComSci offer CEUs.

Media
The databank of images, videos, and audio clips on MedOne
ComSci lets students and instructors expand their access to
quality resources. Before a lecture or presentation, users can
search for images, download one or more at a time, and
create course materials complete with legends and sources.
For at-home studying or in-class examples, users can compare
audiometric testing or listen to verbal drills.

With online-first cases, users
can stay ahead of the curve!

The vital role that audiologists and
speech-language pathologists hold in facilitating
human interaction through communication
means that students and faculty alike deserve
access to high-quality, comprehensive resources.
MedOne ComSci offers the means to elevate
communication science with up-to-date text,
cutting-edge content, and detailed images,
videos, and audio.

For the specialist

MedOne@Home
Students and instructors need access to audiology and speech
language pathology information anytime, whether they’re
creating lesson plans, studying for exams, or preparing for
clinic. With MedOne@Home, onsite users can set up a login to
get full offsite access. After that, all they need is internet
access to create notes, highlight text, and bookmark content.

▶ Boost clinical skills for cutting-edge topics
▶ Tighten understanding of new ideas
▶ Diagnose cases effectively and confidently

For the student
▶ Digest difficult concepts clarified for students
▶ Grasp interpretation and diagnostic skills
▶ Prosper in a program with practice

Search
When users need guidance, MedOne’s contemporary,
intuitive search algorithms show the way. Searches within a
content set or a book automatically eliminate unwanted
materials, but searches from the homepage include all the
platform’s breathtaking content. Between auto-filled results
and quick filtering, searching MedOne is effective and easy.

For the instructor
▶ Enhance patient care and student training
▶ Cover an array of communication science topics
▶ Pinpoint how to contribute to the field

For the institution
▶ Elicit interest from prospective students
▶ Distinguish the program with online access
▶ Upgrade resources available to faculty

Playlists
Chapters, cases, and articles can be curated into playlists to
make prepping convenient. Users can group any content on
MedOne ComSci, plus online materials or personal
documents, by topic, course, or category. Students can make
private study guides, instructors can share lessons within their
institution, and anyone can make their collection public.

MedOne App
Anyone with limited internet access can rejoice—the MedOne
app is the ideal solution. Available for Android or Apple
devices, the app lets users browse the platform online or
download content for offline reading. Students and instructors
alike can carry every article, book, or case on whichever
device they use.

Sign up for a free trial

www.thieme.com/medone-comsci
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